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Appendix 2

3. DRAWING TOOLS
Circle Master drawing compass
drawing boards/clipboards
eraser, kneaded
eraser, vinyl Magic Rub® preferred
hand-held pencil sharpener
protractor
ruler
ruler, metal edge
shape templates
used CD's (for templates)
		
K-8		
6-8		
K-8		
K-8		
K-8		
8		
K-8		
8		
		

3		
3-8		
K-8		
K-8		
5		
K-2, 8		

2. DRAWING MEDIA 		
charcoal, vine
china markers, red
crayons, Crayola brand, boxes of 24
crayons, extra Crayola : white, red, yellow, blue
india ink
markers, Crayola Classic, broad tip, washable
markers, Crayola Classic fine tip, washable
markers, Sharpie® black fine tip
markers, Sharpie® black ultra-fine tip
markers, permanent chisel tip (for teacher)
marker, wide tip, black
pencils, art 3B & 6B, if possible
pencils, #2 writing
pencils, colored Crayola, sets of 12
pencils, colored extra Crayola in red and green
pencils, Dixon Beginners drawing

GRADE
7-8
7		
K-8		
K-8		
3, 8		
K-8		
K-8		
K-8		
K-8		

										

1. PAPER
K- 2, opt.5, 8 brown kraft paper
K-8		
bulletin board paper 36", white
3		
cardboards 9"x12" oval or rectangle
3-5		
cardboard, corrugated, white, brown & scraps
K-8
cardboard, lightweight (old file folders, etc.)
K-8
construction p., colored, multi
(lots of black)
12"X18"
K-8		
construction p., 18"x24" for display
K-8		
copier p., white, light blue 8.5"x11"
K-8		
copier p., white 8.5"x11"
K-8		
cover stock, white 8.5"x11"
K-8		
drawing p., white sulphite 60 lb 12"x18"
opt.		
drawing tablet for teacher
3, 7-8		
graph p., 1/4" grid
K		
index cards, lined
K-8		
newsprint p., 12"X18"
K-8		
notebook p., wide rule
K-2, 6-7
posterboard, multi, several white			
6
rice paper (can substitute newsprint)
K-8		
scratch paper
all		
tagboard, white 12"X18"
opt. 7		
tracing p., 9"x12"
opt. K-8
transfer p., 9"x12" approx.
K-8		
wrapping tissue, colored, bright/pastel, fall madras
K-8		
wallpaper samples, smooth & textured
5-8		
watercolor tablet
4-6		
waxed p.

GRADE
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6. PRINTING PROCESS (substittute liquid tempera )
printer's ink, water-based, red, yellow, blue, black, 		
white only (may substitute tempera paint)
brayer (for printing process)

7. THREE - DIMENSIONAL
clay, Red Mexican pottery self-drying or substitute
chenille stems. colored
craft sticks & tongue depressors
drinking straws, straight plastic
"found objects"
styrofoam packing, peanut shaped

		
opt. 6		

		
K-8		
K, 2 3, 5, 8
K-8		
K-8		
3		
4		
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candle wax 		
fire extinguisher
wick/ string
sand

10. WEAVING & OTHER 3-D PROJECTS
18" & 8" stretcher bars, 2 each (weaving frames)
wire nails 1"
yarn, many colors, 2 & 4 ply, knobby, etc.
jute
		
6
6		
K-8		
6, 7		

CANDLE MAKING
gallon size plastic milk jugs		
electric hot plate
candle color or old crayons		
other containers for molds		
2 qt metal pitcher with handle

9. MISC. TOOLS
scissors, Fiskars for Kids, blunt
scissors, Fiskars for Kids, sharp
scissors, decorative edged
scissors, deckle edge
iron, dry
plastic knives & spoons
rolling pins (for clay)
wire clay cutter		
X-Acto knives

		
K-2		
3-8		
opt. K-8
K-2		
6		
K-8		
K-8
K-8		
8		

December
extra act.
optional
		
		
		

8. ADHESIVES/FASTENERS
fixative, acrylic spray or hair spray
glue, clear roll-on
glue, Elmer's Glue-All
glue, white school
glue, wood
paper fasteners round head #2 prong
removable plastic adhesive

GRADE
		
K-2, 4, 6, 8
8		
K-8		
K-8		
6-7		
7-8		
2		

										

5. PAINTING TOOLS
bamboo brush (can substitute round synthetic #12)
brushes flat bristle, #4, & #8
brushes flat synthetic, #4 & #12
1/2" paint brush, flat synthetic (cheap)
foam/sponge brush, 1"-1.5"		
old toothbrushes
smocks (old long-sleeve shirts)

		
opt. 6-8
K-8
K-8
K-8
4, 6		
2		
K-8
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4. PAINT
gold paint pens
silver paint pens
pastels, oil sets of 8 or 12
pastels, soft sets of 8 or 12
tempera cakes 6 colors OR watercolor sets
tempera liquid, red, yellow, blue, white, black
tempera, powdered, red, yellow, blue, white, black
thinned coffee
fabric paint, main colors
watercolor pencils

GRADE
		
opt. K-8
opt. K-8
K-8		
K-2, 4, 6, 8
K-8		
K-8		
K-8		
5		
opt. K-8
opt. K-8
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14. CLEANING SUPPLIES
bucket					
cleaner for tables			
dishwashing liquid			
small dust pan				
whisk broom				

15. MUSIC - tape or CD player
Near-Eastern music
circus music
Carnival of the Animals by Camille Sasson
Native American music
classical, New World Symphony by Anton Dvorak
patriotic, John Phillip Souza marches
"Fruit of the Spirit" by Crazy Praise
16. CONTAINERS
buckets for soaking brushes		
pie plates
foam egg cartons & meat trays
water jars
shoe boxes, adult size		
spray bottles
pencil shavings catchers (tiny buckets, etc.)
small & large oatmeal cartons with lids

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
2		
1		
K-8		
K-8		
K-8		
K-8		
1		
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hand wipes
newspapers
paper towels
sponges
surgical gloves

13. DISPLAY
apples, green, real or fake
cornucopia basket
fabrics, variety of colors, strips, and patterns
feathers
Indian corn
lamp(s), gooseneck or standing
light blue flannel for Ark
still life items, 5-7
tightly woven baskets			

GRADE
2		
8		
		
7		
7		
K-8
opt. K-8
K-8		
K-8		

opt. 5		
		
										
		

12. DESK SUPPLIES (used in art)
notebook paper, wide rule
soft chalk, white & colored
paper clips, colored, large and small
paper punch
pencils, #2 writing
pens, ball point, black, red and green
push pins, colored
rubber bands
scissors & craft knife (for teacher)
stapler and staples
tape, clear, masking, & duct
transparency copier film
yardstick, ruler

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

		
		

11.  SEWING (notions, fabrics, tools, etc.)
beads, varied sizes, wood, plastic, etc., large hole
bells, small gold or silver
burlap, natural color
fabrics, scraps
felt, many colors, 12" squares
lace, 1/2"-3/4" gathered
needles, metal straight blunt-tip, size 13
needles, plastic straight blunt tip, size 13
needles, large metal sharp sewing
pins, straight with large heads
ribbon
sequins
sisal twine
thread, crochet, heavy, red & green(Speed Crosheen)
thread, white sewing or quilting
wiggly eyes
yarn, rug

GRADE
K		
opt 3-5		
K-8		
2, 6		
3-5		
6		
5		
K-8		
3-5		
K-8		
K, opt. 3-5
K-2		
3		
5, 8
4		
K, opt. 1, 3-5
K, 6		
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GRADE
		
K, 4		
opt.		
2		
K-2		
K, 6		
K-8		
K-8		
K-8		
opt. 6-8
		
K-2, 4
7		
opt. K, 4
2		
K		
K-8
6-8		
8		
4		
5, 7		
5		
K-8
4		
K-8
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other miscellaneous, continued
glitter, real or fake
glitter glue
Lincoln head pennies
lunch sacks, white
magnets, strip
mirrors, small hand
mirror, large class
old magazines, photo calendars, front-view faces
outdoor sitting mats
plastic carriers from 6-pack cans		
paper plates, 9" fluted, plastic coated, white
plastic wrap
sand, real or fake				
sandwich bags, clear zip
shoe polish, brown
spray fixative or hair spray
string, heavy
string, gold
styrofoam packing peanuts
styrofoam plates, small
styrofoam slabs, approx. 1" thick
textured materials, flat
toothpicks, round, colored
view-finders (L-shaped mat board pieces)

										

18. OTHER MISCELLANEOUS
aluminum foil, heavy duty			
ball fringe or pom poms (can make them)
balloons, 10"
beans & seeds, variety, including sunflower seeds
bulletin board letters, punch-out 4"
cans, small frozen OJ cardboard
cardboard tubes
cellophane, colored (for teacher demonstrations)
certificate frames
Christmas bows, small
Christmas cookie cutters
Christmas motif sponges
Christmas stickers, assorted
clear Con-Tact plastic
clothespins, spring-type wooden
compact discs (used, for templates)
cotton balls
cotton swabs
cups, small plastic
doilies, 12" white paper
Easter grass or excelsior
florist’s wire & tape
flour for papier maché and baker's clay
food dye
glass in frame, approx. 11"x14"

17. BOOKS
AVAILABLE THROUGH DOVER PUBLICATIONS
How to Draw Animals and other How to Draw books
book of surnames
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opt. K-8
K-2		
3-8		
opt 3-8		
1		
K, 3-6		
K-8		
K-8
K-8
K-8		
K-8		
opt. K-2
opt. K		
opt.
K-8
opt.		
1		

3		
opt.
		
K-5
K, 1		
K		
3		

		
K-8		
K-8		

GRADE
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